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Abstract

The Local (or Lightweight) Naming Protocol (LNP) is an application-level protocol for local area networks. It is a distributed, stateless protocol which intents in resolving hostnames to ip addresses without the need of any Domain Name Server. In private local area networks, ip addresses are often dynamically allocated through DHCP. The LNP can be seen as a DNS extension, which uses broadcast udp messages (similar to ARP on IP-MAC-level) to request ip addresses for hosts with a given host- or domain-name. Thus it will be possible in dynamic local area networks to access ip-based services on hosts by their hostnames, without further management.

Comments are solicited and should be addressed to the working group’s mailing list at dnsop@ietf.org and/or the author(s).
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1. Introduction

In private local area networks or wireless LANs, today mainly DHCP [RFC2131] managed ip address allocation is used. Since the equipment on the market does not ship with integrated DNS servers, which update their records when hosts attach to or detach from the network, there is less help for private users or user applications trying to access devices services over ip addresses. Actually no service is out of the box available for all operating systems. Microsoft Windows ships with NetBios [RFC 1002], which allows name based access, however first after activation of file-sharing. Apples MacOS is delivered with bonjour [RFC 6763], which runs out of the box. Linux and Unix systems can do both, however after explicit installation setup. All those systems are able to use DNS [RFC 1035] when connected to ip networks. So why not extend the functionality of the distributed Domain Name System, which already has the task to resolv hostnames to ip addresses.
1.1. Standalone LNP

The standalone implementation of LNP uses a UDP broadcast message to query the IP address of a host. Therefore the message contains the full qualified name of a host connected to the local network. All receivers check if the requested hostname equals their own. Every matching host then replies. In version 1.0 a replying host shall append the IP-address, bound to the interface receiving the message, as message data. The sender now has resolved the IP-address of his well known communication partner and can in turn open tcp-streams and communicate directly.

1.2. DNS extended LNP

Every networking software using sockets, that relies on name resolution to determine destinations IP-address will probably use a system call e.g. getHostByName() or getAddrInfo() to retrieve the IP-address. When every standard DNS client would be able to provide and use LNP, i.e. in case of no matching DNS record or hosts-file entry found, then no software product has to be rewritten or updated to be able to resolve hostnames in a dynamically allocated local domain as well.

2. Protocol version 1.0

The protocol relies on two types of messages, a request and a reply-message. Both messages contain two lines of human readable character-data, which end with a line-feed. The first line describes the protocol version used, i.e. "LNP v.1.0" and the second line describes the exchanged information. The request-data shall be interpreted as qualified domain name and therefore be compared by any receiver with its own hostname. Every host, that matches identically should then immediately reply with one line of human-readable character-data containing the desired IP-address of the interface where the request message was received on. The version of the IP-address used can be determined on either dotted-decimal-notation (IPv4) or colon-separated-hex-values (IPv6) [draft-main-ipaddr-text-rep-02]. The appended reply-data is just useful for user interaction, i.e. using the protocol on a command line interface, since the receiver of the reply gets the address information about the replyer from IP-header in binary format as well.
2.1. Wildcards

Due to security reasons, in protocol version 1.0 no wildcards are defined or accepted.

2.2. Concurrent replies

If more than one host at a time using the same hostname in exactly the same local network, there will be multiple replies when asking for this hostname. Since it is not unique, this case must be reported, either directly to the user or at least into systems log-file. The protocol implementation 1.0 defines the following method. The ip of the first reply will be returned with error code set to NOT_UNIQUE. Further messages shall be discarded, i.e. the socket is closed.

2.3. No host responding

A timeout shall be set in case of no reply. In this case no ip-address can be returned and no statement can be made, except that the target host is not existent or not responding. The timeout can be chosen very short, since the broadcast domain is limited to the local network.

3. IANA Considerations

There has to be a well known Port number for LNP. An assignment request shall be made when this document gets accepted.

4. Security Considerations

Since there are no wildcards defined in protocol version 1.0, it is not possible to query all hosts ip-addresses at once. Furthermore the design of the protocol respects privacy, so that the name of the desired host has to be known before a valid query result can be achieved.
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